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The interest manifested, in recent decades, in biocomposites, is explained by the wide range of their potential
applications in many fields. Special attention has been paid to carbon nanotubes, which exhibit superior electrical and
mechanical properties that can improve the properties of biopolymer composites. The current review focuses on the
progress made in carbon nanotube/chitosan composites. The effect of the properties of carbon nanotubes used as fillers
was evaluated in chitosan biocomposites. Several methods are in use for the carbon nanotubes/chitosan composites
formed by films and microfibers. The advances registered in the creation of nanofibers of carbon nanotube/chitosan
composites prepared by electrospinning will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, terms like “nanobiocomposites” or
“biopolymer
nanocomposites”
are
most
frequently observed in environmentally friendly
research studies. The synthetic polymers have
been widely used in various applications of
nanocomposites. However, they become a major
source of waste after use, because of their poor
biodegradability. On the other hand, most of the
synthetic polymers show no biocompatibility in in
vivo and in vitro environments. Hence, scientists
were interested in biopolymers as biodegradable
materials,1 so that several groups of natural
biopolymers, such as polysaccharides, proteins,
and nucleic acids, came to be used in various
applications.2 Nevertheless, the use of these
materials has been limited, because of their
relatively poor mechanical properties. Therefore,
research efforts have been made to improve the
properties of biopolymers as a matrix by means of
reinforcement techniques.3
Chitosan (CHT) is a polysaccharide
biopolymer widely used as a matrix in
nanobiocomposites,
due
to
its
high
biocompatibility and biodegradibility.4
Numerous studies have focused on
improving the physical properties of biopolymer
nanocomposites by using the fundamental
behavior of carbon nanotubes.5

The present study summarizes the recent
advances in the production of carbon
nanotubes/chitosan nanocomposites by several
methods, special stress being laid on the
preparation of CNTs/CHT nanofiber composites
by the electrospinning method.
1. Biopolymers
Biomaterials have been defined as materials
biocompatible with the living systems.
Biocompatibility implies a chemical, physical
(surface morphology) and biological suitability of
an implant surface to the host tissues. Over the
last 30 years, S. Ramakrishna et al. reviewed
various biomaterials and their applications, as
well as the utilizations of biopolymers and of their
biocomposites for medical purposes.6 These
materials can be classified into natural and
synthetic biopolymers. Synthetic biopolymers are
cheaper and possess high mechanical properties.
However, their low biocompatibility, compared
with that of
natural biopolymers, such as polysa-ccharides,
lipids, and proteins, oriented the attention towards
the latter. On the other hand, natural biopolymers
usually have weak mechanical properties.
Therefore, many efforts have been done to
improve them by blending with some filler.7
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Among natural biopolymers, polysaccharides
seem to be the most promising materials for
various biomedical fields. They come from
various sources, of animal, plant, algal and
microbial origin. Among polysaccharides,
chitosan is the most often applied, due to its
chemical structure.8
1.1 Chitosan
Chitin (Fig. 1), the second most abundant
natural polymer in the world, is extracted from
various plants and animals.9 Also, derivatives of
chitin have been noticed, because of its
insolubility in aqueous media. Chitosan (Fig. 2) is
deacetylated by the derivation of chitin with free
amine. Unlike chitin, chitosan is soluble in diluted
and organic acids. The polysaccharides contain 2acetamido-2-deoxy-β-D-glucose and 2-amino-2deoxy-β-D-glucose. Deacetylation of chitin
converts the acetamide groups into amino
groups.10 The deacetylation degree (DD), an
important parameter defining chitosan properties,
has been defined as “the mole fraction of
deacetylated units in the polymer chain”.11
A wide variety of chitosan applications have
been reported in recent decades due to the fact
that they possess suitably modified specifications
to impart the desired properties. Chitosan has the
highest sorption capacity for several metal ions12
and anionic dyes13 by chemical or physical
adsorption due to the existence of different
functional
groups.
Also,
chitosan
has
chromatographic properties according to the
presence of hydroxyls and amino groups.14 The
high biocompatibility15 and biodegradability16 of
chitosan recommend it for potential applications
in biomedical,17-22 cosmetic,23 food preservative,24
agriculture25 and paper finishing26 industries.
Some other properties of chitosan, such as optical
properties and ionic conductivity, have been
utilized for numerous engineering applications.2729
Table 1 shows chitosan applications in various
fields and their main characteristics.
1.2 Nanobiocomposites with chitosan matrix
Chitosan biopolymers have a great potential in
biomedical
applications,
due
to
their
biocompatibility and biodegradability. However,
the low physical properties of chitosan limited
their applications. The development of high
performance chitosan biopolymers involves the
incorporation of fillers that display significant
mechanical reinforcement.30
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Polymer nanocomposites have been reinforced
by nano-sized particles with a high surface area to
volume
ratio,
including
nanoparticles,
nanoplatelets, nanofibers and carbon nanotubes.
Nowadays, carbon nanotubes are considered as
potential fillers, as they improve the properties of
biopolymers.31 Based on such reports, the
researchers assessed the effect of CNT fillers in
the chitosan matrix, and evidenced the appropriate
properties of CNT/chitosan nanobiocomposites
with a high potential for biomedical applications.
2. Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes, which are tubulars of
Buckminster fullerene, were discovered32 by
Iijima in 1991. They are straight segments of tube
with arrangements of carbon hexagonal units.33-34
In recent years, scientists have paid great attention
to CNTs, as due to their superior electrical,
mechanical and thermal properties.35 Carbon
nanotubes are classified as single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) formed by a single graphene
sheet, and multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs) formed by several graphene sheets
wrapped around the tube core.36 The typical range
of diameters of the carbon nanotubes are of a few
nanometers (~0.8-2 nm at SWNTs37-38 and ~10400 nm at MWNTs,39 respectively), and their
lengths are up to several micrometers.40 There are
three significant methods for synthesizing CNTs,
including arc-discharge,41 laser ablation,42
chemical vapor deposition (CVD).43 The
production of CNTs can be also realized by other
synthesis techniques, such as the substrate,44 the
sol-gel45 and the gas phase metal catalyst.46
The C−C covalent bonding between the carbon
atoms is similar to that of the graphite sheets
formed by sp2 hybridization. The C−C covalent
bonding between the carbon atoms is similar to
that of the graphite sheets formed by sp2
hybridization. As a result of this structure, CNTs
exhibit a high
specific surface area (about 103)47 and,
consequently, high tensile strength (more than
200 GPa) and elastic modulus (typically, 1-5
TPa).48 The carbon nanotubes also show very high
thermal and electrical conductivity. However,
these properties differ as to the synthesis methods
employed, defects, chirality, degree of
graphitization and diameter.49 For instance,
depending on chirality,50 the CNT can be metallic
or semiconducting. The preparation of CNT
solutions is impossible, because of their poor
solubility.

Nanobiocomposites
Also, a strong van der Waals interaction of
CNTs among several nanotubes leads to
aggregation into bundles and ropes.51 Therefore,
various chemical and physical modification
strategies will be necessary for improving their
chemical affinity.52 There are two approaches to
the surface modification of CNTs, including
covalent (grafting) and non-covalent bonding
(wrapping) of the polymer molecule onto the
surface of CNTs.53 In addition, the reported
cytotoxic effects of CNTs in vitro may be
mitigated by chemical surface modification.54 On
the other hand, other studies show that the endcaps on nanotubes are more reactive than the
sidewalls. Hence, the adsorption of polymers onto
the CNT surface can be utilized, together with the
functionalization of defects and associated
carbons.55
Chemical modification of CNTs by covalent
bonding is one of the important methods for
improving their surface characteristics. Because
of the extended π-network of the sp2-hybridized
nanotubes, CNTs have a tendency for covalent
attachment, which introduces the sp3-hibrydized
C atoms.56 These functional groups can be
attached to the termini of tubes by surface-bound
carboxylic acids (grafting), or by direct side-wall
modifications of CNTs based on “in situ
polymerization processing” (grafting form).57
Chemical functionalization of CNTs creates
various activated groups (such as carboxyl,58
amine,59 fluorine,60 etc.) onto the CNT surface by
covalent bonds. However, there are two
disadvantages for these methods. First, the CNT
structure may be decomposed, due to the
functionalization reaction61 and to a long
ultrasonication process.62
Disruption of the π electron system is reduced
as the result of these damages, leading to a

Figure 1: Structure of chitin

decrease of the electrical and mechanical
properties of CNTs. Secondly, the acidic and
oxidation treatments often used for the
functionalization of CNTs are environmentally
unfriendly.63 Thus, non-covalent functionalization
of CNTs is largely recommended, as it preserves
their intrinsic properties, while improving
solubility and processability. According to this
method, the non-covalent interaction between the
π electrons of the sp2 hybridized structure at the
side-walls of CNTs and other π electrons is
formed by π-π stacking.64 These non-covalent
interactions can appear between CNTs and the
amphiphilic molecules (surfactants) (Fig. 3a),65
polymers,66 and biopolymers, such as DNA,67
polysaccharides,68 etc. In the first method,
surfactants – including non-ionic surfactants,
anionic surfactants and cationic surfactants – are
applied for CNT functionalization. The
hydrophobic parts of the surfactants are adsorbed
onto the nanotube surface and the hydrophilic
parts interact with water.69 Polymers and
biopolymers can functionalize CNTs by two
methods, including the endohedral one (Fig. 3b)
and wrapping (Fig. 3c). The endohedral method is
a strategy for CNT functionalization. According
to this method, nanoparticles – such as proteins
and DNA – are entrapped in the inner hollow
cylinders of CNTs.70 In another technique, the van
der Waals interactions and π-π stacking between
CNTs and polymer lead to wrapping of the
polymer around the CNTs.71
Various polymers and biopolymers, such as
polyaniline,72 DNA73 and chitosan,74 interact
physically through wrapping of the nanotube
surface and π-π stacking by the solubilized
polymeric chain.

Figure 2: Structure of chitosan
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Table 1
Chitosan applications in various fields and its main characteristics
Main characteristics

Ref.

Water engineering

metal ionic adsorption

[12]

Textile industry

microorganism resistance, absorption of anionic dyes

[13]

Chromatographic separations
biosensors and immobilization of
enzymes and cells
antimicrobial and wound dressing

presence of free -NH2, primary -OH, secondary -OH
biocompatibility, biodegradability to harmless products, non-toxicity, antibacterial properties, gel-forming properties and
hydrophilicity, remarkable affinity to proteins
wound-healing properties

[14]
[18]

tissue engineering

biocompatibility, biodegradable, and antimicrobial properties

[20]

drug and gene delivery

biodegradable, non-toxicity, biocompatibility, high charge density, mucoadhesion

[21]

orthopedic/periodontal application

antibacterial properties

[22]

Cosmetic application

fungicidal and fungi static properties

[23]

Food preservative

biodegradability, biocompatibility, antimicrobial activity, non-toxicity

[24]

Agriculture

biodegradability, non-toxicity, antibacterial properties, cell activator, disease and insect resistant ability

[25]

Biomedical
application

Chitosan application

[19]

Paper finishing

high density of positive charge, non-toxicity, biodegradability, biocompatibility, antimicrobial and antifungal properties

[26]

Photography

resistance to abrasion, optical characteristics, film-forming ability

[27]

Solid-state batteries

ionic conductivity

[28]

Chitosan gel for LED and NLO applications

dye-containing chitosan gels

[29]
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Figure 3: Non-covalent functionalization of CNTs by (a) surfactants, (b) wrapping, (c) the endohedral method

However, Jian et al.75 created a technique for
the non-covalent functionalization of SWNTs
most similar to π-π stacking by PPE, without
polymer wrapping.
Such functionalization methods can provide
many applications of CNTs, the most important
one being in biomedical science, as biosensors,76
for drug delivery77 and tissue engineering.78
2.1 Nanotube composites
Considering the low physical characteristics of
biopolymers, fillers are recommended for the
reinforcement of their electrical, mechanical and
thermal properties. Following the discovery of
CNTs, many efforts have been made for their
application as fillers in other polymers, for
improving the properties of the matrix polymer.79
Ajayan was the first one to apply, in 1994, CNTs
as a filler in epoxy resin, by the alignment
method.80 Later on, numerous studies have
focused on CNTs as excellent substitutes for
conventional nanofillers in nanocomposites.
Recently, numerous polymers and biopolymers
have been reinforced by CNTs. As already
mentioned,
these
nanocomposites
have
remarkable characteristics, compared to the bulk
materials, due to their unique properties.81
Several parameters affect the mechanical
properties of the composites, including a proper
dispersion, a large aspect ratio of the filler,
interfacial stress transfer, a good alignment of
reinforcement, and solvent selection.82
The uniformity and stability of nanotube
dispersion in polymer matrices are most important
parameters for the performance of composites. A
good dispersion leads to efficient load transfer
concentration centers in composites and to
uniform stress distribution.83 Pemg-Cheng Ma et

al. reviewed the dispersion and functionalization
techniques of carbon nanotubes for polymerbased nanocomposites, as well as their effects on
the properties of CNT/polymer nanocomposites.
They demonstrated that the control of these two
factors led to uniform dispersion. Overall, the
results showed that a proper dispersion enhanced
a variety of mechanical properties of
nanocomposites.71
The fiber aspect ratio, defined as “the ratio of
average fiber length to fiber diameter”, is one of
the main effective parameters on the longitudinal
elastic modulus.84 Generally, the carbon
nanotubes have a high aspect ratio, but their
ultimate performance in a polymer composite is
different. The high aspect ratio of the dispersed
CNTs could lead to a significant load transfer.85
However, the aggregation of nanotubes could lead
to a decrease in the effective aspect ratio of the
CNTs. Hence, the properties of nanotube
composites are more enhanced than predicted,
which is one of the processing challenges raised
by poor CNT dispersion.86
The interfacial stress transfer has been
performed by applying external stresses to the
composites. The assessments showed that fillers
take a significantly larger share of the load, due to
the CNTs-polymer matrix interaction. Also, the
literature on the mechanical properties of polymer
nanotube composites explains the enhancement of
Young’s modulus by CNT addition.87 Wagner et
al. investigated the effect of stress-induced
fragmentation of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
in a polymer matrix. The results showed that
polymer deformation generates tensile stress,
which is transmitted to CNTs.88
A homogeneous CNT/polymer matrix
alignment in the composite is another effective
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parameter of carbon nanotube composites. Some
researchers89 assessed the effects of CNT
alignment on electrical conductivity and
mechanical
properties
of
SWNT/epoxy
nanocomposites. The electrical conductivity,
Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the
SWNT/epoxy
composites
increase
with
increasing SWNT alignment, due to an increased
interface bonding of CNTs in the polymer matrix.
In 2007, Umar Khan et al. examined the effect
of solvent selection on the mechanical properties
of CNT-polymer composites fabricated from
double-walled nanotubes and polyvinyl alcohol
composites in different solvents, including water,
DMSO and NMP. This work shows that solvent
selection can have a dramatic effect on the
mechanical
properties
of
CNT-polymer
composites.90 Also, a critical CNT concentration
was viewed as an optimum improvement in the
mechanical properties of nanotube composites.91
Other parameters influencing the mechanical
properties of nanotube composites are the size,
crystallinity, crystalline orientation, purity,
entanglement, and straightness. Generally, the
ideal CNT properties depend on both matrix and
type of application.92
The various functional groups on the CNT
surface permit coupling with the polymer matrix.
A strong interface between the coupled
CNT/polymer creates an efficient stress transfer.
As a previous point, stress transfer is a critical
parameter for controlling the mechanical
properties of a composite. However, the covalent
treatment of CNT reduces the electrical93 and
thermal94-95 properties of CNTs. Finally, these
reductions affect the properties of nanotubes.
The matrix polymer can be wrapped around
the
CNT
surface
by
non-covalent
functionalization, which improves the composite
properties through various specific interactions. In
their turn, these interactions can improve the
properties of nanotube composites.96 In this
context, researchers97 evaluated the electrical and
thermal conductivity in CNT/epoxy composites.
Figures 4 and 5 show the electrical and,
respectively, thermal conductivity in various filler
contents, including carbon black (CB), doublewalled carbon nanotube (DWNT) and multifunctionalization. The experimental results
showed that electrical and thermal conductivity in
nanocomposites is improved by the non-covalent
functionalization of CNTs.
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2.2 Mechanical and electrical properties of
carbon
nanotube/natural
biopolymer
composites
Table 2 provides mechanical and electrical
information on a CNT/natural biopolymer
composites compared to a neat natural
biopolymer such as collagen,98 chitosan,99,100
silk101 and cellulose,102-105 using various preparing
methods. The investigations show the higher
mechanical and electrical properties of
CNT/natural biopolymers, compared to those of
natural biopolymer counterparts.
2.3 Carbon nanotube composite application
In recent years, special attention has been paid
to applying nanotube composites in various fields.
Researchers106 reviewed nanotube composites
based on gas sensors, known as playing an
important role in industry, environmental
monitoring, biomedicine, and so forth. The unique
geometry, morphology and material properties of
CNTs permitted their application in gas sensors.
There are many topical studies for biological
and biomedical applications of carbon nanotube
composites, based on their biocompatibility,107
such as biosensors,108 tissue engineering95 and
drug delivery109 in biomedical technology.
On the other hand, the light weight,
mechanical strength, electrical conductivity and
flexibility are significant properties of carbon
nanotubes for aerospace applications.110
Researchers111 overviewed carbon nanotube
composite applications, including electrochemical
actuation, strain sensors, power harvesting and
bioelectronic sensors, discussing the appropriate
elastic and electrical properties for using smart
nanoscale materials in the synthesis of intelligent
electronic structures. In this context, a
polyaniline/SWNT
composite
fiber
was
previously developed,112 for evidencing its high
strength, robustness, good conductivity and
pronounced
electroactivity.
New
battery
materials113 were presented, mention being made
of the enhanced performance of artificial
muscles114 by using these carbon nanotube
composites.
Researchers115 addressed a sustainable
environment and green technologies perspective
for carbon nanotube applications. These contexts
include many engineering fields, such as waste
water treatment, air pollution monitoring,
biotechnologies, renewable energy technologies
and green nanocomposites.

Nanobiocomposites
Researchers116 first discovered the photoinduced electron transfer from CNTs, after which
the optical and photo-voltaic properties of carbon
nanotube composites have been studied. The
results obtained suggested a possible creation of
photo-voltaic devices, due to the hole-collecting
electrode of CNTs.117
Food packaging is another remarkable
application of carbon nanotube composites.
Usually, poor mechanical and barrier properties
limit the application of biopolymers. Hence, an
appropriate filler is necessary for promoting
matrix properties. The unique properties of CNTs
have improved thermal stability, strength and

Figure 4: Electrical conductivity of nanocomposites as
a function of filler content in weight percent97

3.1 Chitosan/carbon nanotube nanofluids
The viscosity and thermal conductivity of
nanofluids containing MWNTs stabilized by
chitosan were investigated.119 The MWNT fluid
was stabilized with a chitosan solution. The
investigations showed that the thermal
conductivity enhancements obtained were
significantly higher than those predicted by
Maxwell’s theory. It was also observed that
dispersing chitosan into deionized water
significantly increased the viscosity of the
nanofluid, which explains its non-Newtonian
behavior.
3.2 Preparation methods of chitosan/CNTs
nanocomposites
There are several methods for the creation of
nanobiocomposites, some of them considered for
the preparation of chitosan/CNT nanocomposites.
These methods are discussed in the following.

modulus, as well as the water vapor transmission
rate of the industrially applied composites.118
3. Chitosan/carbon nanotube composites
The scientists’ interest of recent decades in the
creation of chitosan/CNT composites is explained
by the unique properties of such composites. They
attempted to create new properties by adding
CNTs to chitosan biopolymers. For example,
several articles were published, devoted to their
various applications, summarized in the graph
plotted in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Thermal conductivity as a function of the
provided relative interfacial area per gram composite
(m2/g)97

3.2.1 Solution-casting-evaporation
The electrochemical sensing of a carbon
nanotube/chitosan system on dehydrogenase
enzymes for preparing glucose biosensors was
first assessed120 in 2004. The nanotube composite
was prepared by a solution-casting-evaporation
method, according to which the CNT/CHT films
were prepared by casting the CNT/CHT solution
on the surface of a glassy carbon electrode, and
then dried. Such a CNT/CHT system showed a
new biocomposite platform for the development
of
dehydrogenase-based
electrochemical
biosensors, due to the provided signal
transduction of CNT. The highly encouraging
results of this composite’s utilization in
biomedical applications challenged numerous
other investigations.
The effect of the CNT/CS matrix on the direct
electron transfer of glucose oxidase and glucose
biosensor was examined by some researchers.121
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They exhibited high sensitivity and better
stability, compared with pure chitosan films.
Other investigators122 used SWNT/CS films for
preparing a new galactose biosensor with highly
reliable
detection
of
galactose.
Some
researchers123 immobilized lactate dehydrogenase
within MWNT/CS nanocomposite for producing
lactate biosensors, as they provided fast response
time and high sensitivity. Also, other
investigators124 demonstrated that immobilization
of GOD molecules into a chitosan-wrapped
SWNT film is an efficient method for the
development of a new class of very sensitive,
stable
and
reproducible
electrochemical
biosensors.
Several experiments were performed on a
DNA biosensor based on chitosan film doped
with carbon nanotubes.125 The observation made
was that a CNT/CHT film can be used as a stable

and sensitive platform for DNA detection. The
results
demonstrated
improved
sensor
performance by adding CNT to a chitosan film.
Moreover, the analytical performance of glassy
carbon electrodes modified with a dispersion of
MWNT/CS for DNA quantification was
reported.126 This new platform immobilized the
DNA and opened the doors to new strategies for
the development of biosensors.
Other experiments127 reported the high
sensitivity of glassy carbon electrodes modified
by MWNT-CHT for cathodic stripping
voltametric measurements of bromide (Br-).
Qian et al.128 prepared an amperometric
hydrogen peroxide biosensor based on composite
films of MWNT/CS. The results showed the
excellent electrocatalytical activity of the
biosensor for H2O2, with good repeatability and
stability.

CNTs/CS composite applications
4%
REMOVAL OF HEAVY METALS
FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION

5%
13%

TISSUE ENGINEERING
DRUG DELIVERY

78%

BIOSENSORS

Figure 6: Chitosan/CNT nanocomposite applications

Some researchers129 reported the effect of the
CNT/CHT matrix on an amperometric laccase
biosensor, evidencing some of its major
advantages, involving detection of different
substrates, high affinity and sensitivity, durable
long-term stability, and facile preparation
procedures.
Others130 paid particular attention to the
preparation of a SWNT/CHT film by the solutioncast method, then characterized their drug
delivery properties. They found out that the
SWNT/CS film enhanced the slowing down
release of dexamethasone.
The growth of apatite on chitosan-multiwalled carbon nanotube composite membranes at
low MWNT concentrations was also reported.131
Apatite was formed on composites with low
concentrations. CS-DA-MWNTs, and improved
detection sensitivity. According to this new
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method, glutaraldehyde crosslinked CHT-DA,
with covalent attachment of DA molecules to the
CHT chains formed by Schiff bases. Further on,
the solution of MWNT dispersed in the CHT-DA
solution was dropped on an Au electrode for
preparing a CHT-DA-MWNT film, and finally
dried.
CNT/CHT
nanobiocomposites
for
immunosensors were produced by some
researchers.132 In such nanobiocomposites, the
electron transport enhanced and improved the
detection of ochratoxin-A, due to the high
electrochemical properties of SWNT. Also, the
CNT/CHT nanocomposite used for the detection
of human chorionic gonadotrophin antibody was
prepared,133 displaying high sensitivity and good
reproducibility.

Nanobiocomposites
Table 2
Mechanical and electrical information of neat biopolymers compared to their carbon nanotube nanocomposites

Method
Polymerized hydrogel
Solution-evaporation
Wet spinning
Electrospinning
Dry-jet wet spinning
Electrospinning

Biopolymer

Tensile modulus
(Mpa)

neat collagen

Mechanical properties
Tensile strength
Strain to failure
Comparison modulus
(Mpa)
(%)
(Pa)
1284±94

collagen/CNTs

Stage modulus
(Gpa)

Conductivity
11.37 ms±0.16

1127±73

11.85 ms±0.67

neat chitosan

1.08±0.04

37.7±4.5

0.021 nS/cm

chitosan/CNTs

2.15±0.09

74.3±4.6

120 nS/cm

neat chitosan

4250

chitosan/CNTs

1025 0

neat silk

140±2.21

6.18±0.3

5.78±0.65

0.028 S/cm

silk/CNTs

4817.24±69.23

44.46±2.1

1.22±0.14

0.144 S/cm

neat cellulose

13100±1100

198±25

2.8±0.7

5.1

negligible

cellulose/CNTs

14900±13 00

257±9

5.8±1.0

7.4

3000 S/cm

Ref.
[98]
[99100]
[101]

neat cellulose

553±39

21.9±1.8

8.04±0.27

cellulose/CNT

1144±37

40.7±2.7

10.46±0.33

[102]
[103104]
[105]
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3.2.1.1 Properties and characterization
The morphology and mechanical properties of
chitosan were promoted134 by adding CNTs.
Besides, it was demonstrated135 that conducting
direct electron is very useful for the adsorption of
hemoglobin in a CNT/CHT composite film.
Studies
have
demonstrated
that
this
nanobiocomposite can be used in many fields,
such as biosensing and biofuel cell applications.
Some researchers136 evaluated the water
transport behavior of chitosan porous membranes
containing MWNTs. They characterized two
nanotube composites with low molecular weight
CSP6K and high molecular weight CSP10K.
Because of the hollow nanochannel of MWNTs,
located in the pore network of the chitosan
membrane, the water transport results for CSP6K
enhanced, when the MWNTs content exceeded a
critical content. However, for CSP10K series
membranes, the water transport rate decreased
with increasing the MWNTs content, due to the
strong compatibilizing effect of MWNTs.
Other
researchers137
used
CNT/CHT
nanocomposites with poly(styrene sulfonic acid)modified CNTs. The thermal, mechanical, and
electrical properties of CNT/CHT composite films
prepared by solution-casting have potential
applications as separation membranes and sensor
electrodes.
3.2.2 Crosslinking-casting-evaporation
Researchers discovered that MWNTs can be
functionalized with –COOH groups at the
sidewall defects of nanotubes by carbon
nanotubes.138
According to a novel method,139 chitosan was
cross-linked with free –CHO groups by
glutaraldehyde and then MWNTs were added to
the mixture. The cross-linked MWNT-CHT
composite
was
immobilized
with
acetylcholinesterase (AChE), for detecting both
acetylthiocholine
and
organophosphorous
insecticides. On the other hand, resarchers140
created a new method for cross-linking CHT with
carboxylated CNT, involving the addition of
glutaraldehyde to the MWNT/CHT solution. They
immobilized AChE on the composite for
preparing an amperometric acetylthiocholine
sensor. The suitable fabrication reproducibility,
rapid response, high sensitivity and stability
obtained could provide amperometric detection of
carbaryl and treazophos141 pesticide. The results142
showed the removal of heavy metals, including
copper, zinc, cadmium and nickel ions from an
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aqueous solution in MWNT/CHT nanocomposite
films.
3.2.3 Surface deposition crosslinking
Researchers143 decorated carbon nanotubes
with chitosan by surface deposition and
crosslinking processes. In this way, the chitosan
macromolecules as polymer cationic surfactants
were adsorbed on the CNT surface. In this step,
CHT assures a stable dispersion of CNT in an
acidic aqueous solution. The pH value of the
system was increased by the ammonia solution, to
become non-dissolvable of chitosan in aqueous
media. Consequently, the soluble chitosan was
deposited on the surface of carbon nanotubes
similarly to chitosan coating. Finally, the surfacedeposited chitosan was crosslinked to CNTs by
glutaraldehyde, for potential applications in
biosensing, gene and drug delivery of this
composite.
3.2.4 The electro-deposition method
Researchers144 used the nanocomposite film of
CNT/CHT as a glucose biosensor by a simple and
controllable method. In this one-step electrodeposition method, a pair of gold electrodes was
connected to a direct current power supply, and
then dipped into the CNT/CHT solution. Herein,
the pH near the cathode surface increased, thereby
the solubility of chitosan decreased. At a pH of
about 6.3, chitosan becomes insoluble and the
chitosan-entrapped CNT will be deposited on the
cathode surface.
Other
investigators145
characterized
electrocatalytic
oxidation
and
sensitive
electroanalysis of NADH on a novel film of
3.2.5 Covalent grafting
Carboxylic acid (-COOH) groups were formed
on the walls of CNTs by their refluxing in an
acidic solution. Carboxylated CNTs were added
to the aqueous solution of chitosan. Grafting
reactions were accomplished by purging the
CNT/CS solution with N2 and heating to 98 °C.
Researchers146
compared
the
mechanical
properties and water stability of CNTs-grafted-CS
with the ungrafted CNTs. A significantly
improved dispersion in the chitosan matrix
resulted, as well as an important improvement
storage modulus and water stability of the
chitosan nanocomposites.
Researchers147 created another process for
obtaining a CHT-grafted MWNT composite. By
this method, after preparing oxidized MWNT
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(MWNT-COOH), they generated the acyl
chloride functionalized MWNT (MWNT-COCl)
in a solution of thionyl chloride. In the end, the
MWNT-grafted-CS was synthesized by adding
CHT to the MWNT-COCl suspension in
anhydrous dimethyl formamide. Covalent
modification has improved interfacial bonding,
resulting in a high stability of the CNT dispersion.
Biosensors and other biological applications are
evaluated as potential uses of this component.
Others148 prepared a similar composite by reacting
CNT-COCl and chitosan with potassium
persulfate, lactic acid and acetic acid solution at
75 °C. They estimated that the CNT-grafted-CHT
composite can be used in bone tissue engineering,
as it may improve the thermal properties.
3.2.5.1 Nucleophilic substitution reaction
Covalent modification of MWNT was
accomplished with low molecular weight chitosan
(LMCS).149 This novel derivation of MWNTs can
be solved in DMF, DMAc and DMSO, but also in
aqueous acetic acid solutions.
3.2.6 Electrostatic interaction
Some
authors150
synthesized
CHT
nanoparticles-coated fMWNT composites by
electrostatic interactions between the CHT
particles and the functionalized CNT. They
prepared CHT nanoparticles and CHT
microspheres by the precipitation and,
respectively,
crosslinking
method.
The
electrostatic interactions between CHT particles
solved in distilled deionized water and the
carboxylated CNTs were confirmed by changing
the pH solution. The results obtained showed the
same surface charges at pH 2 (both were
positively charged) and pH 8 (both were
negatively charged). Electrostatic interactions
may occur at pH 5.5, due to the different charges
between the CHT particles and fCNT, with
positive
and
negative
surface
charges,
respectively. The CHT particles/CNT composite
materials could be utilized for potential
biomedical applications.
Researchers151
prepared
SWNTs/phosphotungstic
acid
modified
SWNT/CS composites using the phosphotungstic
acid as an anchor reagent, to modify SWNTs.
They succeeded in using PW12-modified SWNT
with a negative surface charge, and also
positively-charged chitosan, by electrostatic
interactions. These strong interfacial interactions
between SWNTs and the chitosan matrix showed

favorable cyto-compatibility for their potential
use as scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.
3.2.7 Microwave irradiation
Researchers152 created a new technique for the
synthesis of chitosan-modified carbon nanotubes
by microwave irradiation. According to this
technique, solutions of MWNTs in nitric acid
were placed under microwave irradiation and
dried for purification of MWNTs. A mixture of
purified MWNTs and chitosan solution was
reacted in the microwave oven and then
centrifuged. The yield black-colored solution was
adjusted to pH 8 and centrifuged for precipitation
of the CNT/CHT composite. This technique is
much more efficient than the conventional
methods.
3.2.8 Layer-by-layer
Researchers153 characterized MWNT/ CHT
composite rods with layer-by-layer structure
prepared by the in situ precipitation method. The
samples were prepared by coating the CHT
solution on the internal surface of a cylindrical
tube and then filling with a MWNT/CHT solution
in acetic acid. The morphological, mechanical and
thermal properties of this composite rod were also
examined.
3.2.8.1 Layer-by-layer self-assembly
Researchers154 produced a homogeneous
multilayer film of MWNT/CHT by the layer-bylayer self-assembly method. According to this
method, the negatively charged substrates were
dipped into a poly(ethyleneimine) aqueous
solution, a MWNT suspension, and a CHT
solution, respectively, and finally dried. In this
process, both the CHT and PEI solutions
contained NaCl for the LBL assembly. The films
showed stable optical properties and were
appropriate for biosensor applications.
3.2.9 Freeze-drying
Researchers155 synthesized and characterized a
highly conductive, porous and biocompatible
MWNT/CHT biocomposite film by the freezedrying technique. The process was preformed by
freezing a MWNT/CHT dispersion into an
aluminum mold, followed by drying.156
3.2.10 Wet-spinning
A recent report157 showed that chitosan is a
good dispersing agent for SWNT. The authors
also proposed several methods for preparing a
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SWNT/CHT macroscopic structure in the form of
films, hydrogels and fibers.158 The CNT/CHT
dispersed in acetic acid was spun into an
ethanol:NaOH coagulation solution bath. Better
mechanical properties of wet spun fibers resulted
from improved dispersion.159
3.2.11 Electrospinning
Chitosan (CHT)/multi-walled carbon nanotube
(MWNT) composite nanofibers can be fabricated

by electrospinning.157 In our experiments,
different solvents, including acetic acid 1-90%,
formic acid and Tri-Fluoroacetic Acid
TFA/DCM, were tested for electrospinning of
chitosan/carbon nanotube. No jet was seen when
applying a high voltage (even above 25 kV), with
1-30% acetic acid and formic acid as solvent for
the chitosan/carbon nanotube.

Figure 7: Electron micrograph of electrospun fibers at chitosan concentration of 10 wt%; 24 kV, 5 cm, TFA/DCM:
70/30

FA/DCM (70:30) was the only solvent
obtained
during
electrospinning
of
chitosan/carbon nanotubes. The scanning electron
microscopic images showed homogenous fibers
with an average diameter of 455 nm (306-672),
prepared by dispersing the chitosan/carbon
nanotubes in TFA/DCM 70:30. These nanofibers
have potential biomedical applications.
CONCLUSIONS
In less than ten years, dozens of research
studies have been devoted to chitosan
biocomposite reinforcements using carbon
nanotubes. As a conclusion, much progress has
been made in the preparation and characterization
of CNT/CHT nano-composites. Several methods
for preparing these nanobiocomposites are
reported. In addition, the CNT/CHT applications
have been classified, including biomedicine
(tissue engineering, biosensors, and drug delivery)
and wastewater domains. Numerous potential
applications of these nanobiocomposites in tissue
engineering and drug delivery are expected. It is
believed that an improvement of the preparation
methods of CNT/CHT nanocomposites and their
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characterization will bring a promising future to
biomedicine.
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